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This Regulation determines an interaction order between participants and organizers.
Events` organizers is organizing committee of non-governmental organization “Sports
Federation of Olympic Non-Stadium Athletics” (further organizing committee) in
cooperation with state and local authorities, partners.
Events hold on the basis of local authorities regulatory documents of the city.
This Regulation is an integral part of the executive document about holding events.
1. Place, date and event’s name
11.04.2021 - Zaporizhzhia Nova Poshta marathon (town of Zaporizhzhia )
18.04.2021 - Sumy Nova Poshta halfmarathon (town of Sumy)
25.04.2021 - Cherkasy Nova Poshta halfmarathon (town of Cherkasy)
09.05.2021 - Mykolaiv Nova Poshta halfmarathon (town of Mykolaiv)
23.05.2021 - Khmelnitskiy Nova Poshta halfmarathon (town of Khmelnitskiy)
30.05.2021 - Odesa Nova Poshta halfmarathon (city of Odesa)

2. Participant’s registration

Organizing committee can suspend or close registration ahead of time in case of
reaching the planned limit of participants.
Participants` registration carrying out on website https://newrun.timer.org.ua/

For the first registration, participant should:
1) Create a personal cabinet on website;
2) To make a verification due to link on your email account, which you indicate
during creating personal cabinet.
If you do not receive a letter in “incoming letter”, please check “electronic
junk mail”.
3) To register on events and pay participation where is required.

For the next events, registration carrying out due to already created personal cabinet
with making only 3rd step.
Participation payment for:



Individual participants realized by bank card and payment system
during registration on the site;
Corporate and group members realized by stage-properties which
organizer gives

The paid registration fee is non-returnable.
Participant is registered if she/he has “payed” status in personal cabinet and agreed
participation in the starting protocol of the event corresponding distance.
If there is “not confirmed” status in the starting protocol, participant can make a request
about helping in organizing committee due to telephone number +38 099 664 9007.
Registration is closing on Monday at 12 o’clock that week when there is a distribution of
starting packages.
Registration can be continued in case of races where electronic timing system is not
used.
Starting number confers to every participant during registration. Starting numbers on
such distances as 42 km, 21 km, relay race 42,2 km (4 members), relay race 21km (4
members), 10 km, 5 km, team 5 (4 members), “marathon for all” 21 km, are
unchangeable after conferment. Starting number like for 1 km, 500 m, 100 m (children)
can be changed.

Participant is personally responsible for the accuracy of the data specified during
registration.
Registration is invalid (starting package will not be given) in case when there are
inaccurate or erroneous date.
Participant can be registered only for one race distance. Simultaneously participation on
individual or team races of one event is forbidden.
Participant can ask for help in organizing committee due to telephone number +38 099

664 9007.

3. Changes in registration form.
If necessary, organizer can make changes in registration:
-

Participants’ change
Events ( re-registration to other city)
Distances (If participant wants to re-register on distance with a higher cost,
he/she pays difference in cost and “change” option. If participant wants to reregister on distance with a lower cost, he/she pays only “change” option and
difference in cost is not compensated .

The cost of each change is 300 hrn.
For changes, participant should contact the organizers on e-mail info@newrun.com.ua
and write changes in detail .
Organizer can make changes to registration data only after checking the above points.
City and distance changes are available only when registrations for appropriate cities
and distances are open. If appropriate distances and cities are closed, these changes
are impossible.
Changes are closing on Monday at 12 o’clock that week when there is a distribution of
starting packages.
4. Re-registration participants who were registered on 2021 races but did not take
part on 2020 online running and choose re-registration option.
Information about re-registration participants who were registered on 2021 races but
did not take part on 2020 online running and choose re-registration option are published
in separate addendum.
5. Personal data
Participant gives a consent to the use of personal data like photo, video and audio
materials without agreement for publicity and compensation.

All photo and video materials from races are available for organizers and can be use as
additional materials which confirm the accuracy of results and violation of participation
rules.
6. Individual conditions and preferential categories
Individual conditions are provided for running clubs and other participants in the
absence of sales offers:
-

For 5-9 participants the discount is 10%
For 10-19 participants the discount is 20%
For 20 + participants the discount is 30%

Running clubs and corporate teams can pay some registrations beforehand without
specifying personal data. Personal data should indicate not later on Monday at 12
o’clock that week when there is a distribution of starting packages.
In case, when the amount of actually indicated personal data are lower than the amount
of paid registration, costs for unused slots are non-returnable.
You need to make a request to organizers on email info@newrun.com.ua for getting a
discount.
Preferential participation on events is provided for:
1) Combatants on key distances ( 42, 2 km and 21,1 km in case of 42,2 absence) is
50% and all other distances are free
2) Participants who are over 60 years old for free on all distances (age of participant
is determined by December 31 of the year of the event)
3) Pensioners of all categories and is free for all distances
4) People with disabilities of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd groups is free for all distances
5) Orphans and children deprived of parental care is free for all distances
The people` amount of preferential categories can be no more than 20% participants on
distances with registration fee.
For preferential registration, participant should send a document scan copy that confirm
appropriate category on email info@newrun.com.ua and indicate city and distance.
7. Starting package. Filling and order of issue
Photo materials are the separate function which is not a part of starting package. Photo
services on events are regulated by organizers and informing about it on the site and
social media as separate condition.
Starting packages’ issue is going on one day before the start, unless otherwise provided
by the regulations.
Starting packages’ issue on event day can be only for children distances 100 m and
500m.

Starting packages’ issue on event day for all other distances does not take place.
Starting packages’ issue is going on that place and time which is determined by event
regulation.
18+ participants get starting packages personal.
Starting packages for participants under 18 years old can get parents or those who
replace them.
For getting starting package 18+ participants should give original documents such as:
-

Printed and signed consent letter (available for download on the electronic
resource where registration is carried out)
Identity document confirming participant age (ukrainian passport, international
passport, driving license, veteran identification card, disability benefits, pension
benefits)

For getting starting package for children and participants under 18 should give original
documents such as:
-

Printed and parents’ signed consent letter (available for download on the
electronic resource where registration is carried out)
Identity document (ukrainian passport, international passport, certificate of birth)
Parents identification document or person replacing them (ukrainian passport,
international passport, driving license)

If the age of participant does not meet age requirements, starting package can be not
issued.
Foreign countries citizens should add medical insurance which cover the risks of
participation in sports competitions.
If participant (or parents of participant under 18 or person replacing them) cannot get
starting package personally, it can get another person with attested POA.
Participant should get starting package on defined days. On the day of issue, the
starting package ownership goes to participant in spite of turnout. Organizers keep the
starting package during 10 days in case of participant’ absent on event. Participant can
get it during these 10 days personally from organizers or transfer by post at its expense.
To achieve this, participant should make a request on email info@newrun.com.ua and
indicate city and recipient data.
There is a relieve of responsibility about keeping starting package from organizers after
expiry of time and can utilize it.
Starting package cost is not returnable.
Starting package issue out of regulation conditions does not occur.

8. Distances, routes and marathon town
There are races on such distances as:












Marathon 42.2 km
Relay race 3*10 km+12,2 km
Half Marathon 21.1 km
Relay race 3*5 km+6,1 km
10 km
5 km
Team 5
1 km
500 m
100 m
Marathon for all

Appropriate distance occurrence is determined by event protocol.
Participants who are under 18 years old are permitted to take part on Marathon 42.2
km, Half Marathon 21.1 km, 42 km and 21 km relay race, 10 km, 5 km, Team 5,
Marathon for all.
Participants for all ages are permitted to take part on distance 1 km.
Participants from 7 till 12 are permitted to take part on distance 500 m.
Participants till 6 years old are permitted to take part on distance 100 m with parents’
maintenance.
Oriental distance maps it is maps from previous year and get a participant after request
on email info@newrun.com.ua during 7 days.
Official distance maps are published not later than 3 weeks before event in separate
addition and is an integral part of this regulation. These maps also are in the site
https://newrun.com.ua/ , official organizer pages, participant’s guide and outer special
places in marathon towns.
Participant personally takes responsibility for learning distance way and passing.
Participant can be disqualified in case passing wrong distance way.
On the distance route organizers are obligated :







To place hydration points every 5 km
To place feeding points every 10 km
To make a marking routes with indication of turning points
To make a mileage mark on basic distances
To provide timing car for leaders of basic distances
To provide navigation volunteer helping



To provide WC every 10 km on 21 km and 42 km distances.

Participants are obligated to pass distances on without earbuds.
Participants should pass distance without taking clothes off.
Participants’ movement in the starting and finishing passages takes place in one
direction. There is no way back.
Opening of starting passage begins before 15 minutes of start. Running out can be
divided into clusters with time interval of starting by the decision of organizers.
Organizers are obligated to place in marathon town:








Men and women cloakroom. Organizers are not responsible for leaving things.
Luggage storage. Working time is indicated in event rules. After finishing working
time, organizers can utilize leaving things. The things should be packed and
occupy one place. Participant is responsible for impermeability. Organizers do
not bear financial responsibility.
Shower room if the temperature is higher 12 degrees above zero. Access to
room is first come first served.
WC in marathon town and every 10 km on distance way. Access to WC is first
come first served. Participants should take into account the line. Organizers are
responsible for cleanliness of the marathon town and can disqualify for
inappropriate behavior.
Special order in starting processes can be determined by quarantine standard
particular city, date and starting&finishing processes marathon town admitting
and should has additional rules to this regulation.

9. Time tracking, results, time limits and age categories
Competitions are supplied by electronic certified timing system and referees due to
manual timings of the first 5 men and women.
Organizers notify that electronic timing system has certificated percent of results’ loss.
It’s no more than 3% of total number of chips.
Organizers provide chip timing results, in case of more than 2000 participants on
distance. If there are less participants, results are provided by gun timing.
During all distance, starting number must be in that form as it was issued. Strictly
prohibited to remove, close or damage it.
Starting number must be fixed on the participants’ chest. Organizers are nor responsible
for result’ authenticity, if the number is not based on the chest.
Participant with fixed number not on chest can be disqualified.

Organizers must put preliminary protocol of the competition on info@newrun.com.ua
not later than 24 hours from the moment of time limit ending for overpass the distance.
Changes to starting protocol can be added during 30 days from competition.
Personal participant’ results are sent on email during 24 hours from the moment of time
limit ending for overpass the distance.
Participants can appeal the results during 5 calendar days after publishing preliminary
results due to email info@newrun.com.ua
After 3 days, preliminary results (with changes) are considered to be final.
Organizing committee does not guarantee getting personal results in such cases:






Participant fixed number incorrectly;
Participant starts or finishes with other’s number
Starting number has any damages
Electronic chip is damaged
Losing number

Distance start happens on starting arch and starting passage. Participant who starts
from other place is not finisher.
Entrance to the starting passage on all distances is possible with horizontal number
attached to the chest.
Entrance time to the starting passage appointed in the event regulation on
info@newrun.com.ua
Participant must overpass distance personally, without additional means, except for
people with special needs.
If participant deviated from distance for certain time, he/she must continue running from
those place where was deviated.
Participant should behave tolerantly to other participants. All debatable questions about
non-sports behavior are solved by organizing committee unilaterally.
Participant can run only one individual or team distance. Simultaneously participation on
one event is forbidden.
There are time limits:








Marathon – 6 hours
Half marathon – 3 hours
10 km – 1 hour 30 minutes
5 km – 60 minutes
Relay race 42,2 km – 6 hours
Relay race 21,1 km – 3 hours
Marathon for all – 3 hours

Participants who did not comply with the time limit are removed from distance and can
continue participation outside competition route.
Results for distances 42,2 km and 21,1 km are accounted for following age categories:





18 – 39
40 – 49
50 – 59
60+

If there are more than 5 participants of age 70+ on distance, there are 60 -69 and 70+
categories.
10. Event’s regulation
Every city has own regulation.
Regulation of each event is published not later than 3 weeks before event.
Event regulation is located separately for every event on info@newrun.com.ua , official
organizing pages, participants’ guide and external media on marathon town.
11. Participants` health and medical support
Each participant takes part in races voluntarily, acknowledging all the likely risks to own
health.
Each participant is personally responsible for own physical condition, health and ability
to overpass selected distance.
Medical information is not required.
Participant must inform organizers about individual health features which are risky for
distance’ overpassing.
Organizers may do not issue starting package with the consent of participant in case of
risks which may endanger life and health.
Parents or people replacing them are responsible for life and health of participant under
18 years old.
Foreign participants must give medical insurance which covers participation’ risks.
Organizing committee is not responsible for:




Physical injuries, deterioration of physical condition which participant had before,
during or after event
Deterioration of physical after event
Any damages (incl. loss or damage of personal things) condition which
participant had during event and other damage caused by other participants or
spectators.

Organizing committee is responsible for organizing medical aid, its timeliness and
assignment. Participant can ask medical aid if necessary.
Organizing committee must join to the event volunteers, medical professionals who
provide medical care within its capabilities and competencies.
12. Participants` safety during events
Organizing committee must join to the event structural subdivisions of the Ministry of
Internal Affairs of Ukraine and the Ministry of Emergencies of Ukraine for ensuring
participants’ safety.
Organizing committee can join to the event other governmental, private and volunteer
organizations for ensuring participants’ safety.
13. Team races
In team races can take part mixed (men and women) team participants.
Team races participants are forbidden to take part on individual running.
Each team is registered in accordance with the section of this regulation about
registration.
In relay competitions participation of each member is required. The number of men and
women in team, also the member’ order for running is on team discretion.
Each member should pass own stage. Relay transfer is located in special transfer zone.
Result is considered the result of the last member on finish.
Reusable chip should be fixed on the member’ leg during passing each stage. If the
chip is fixed another way, it can be reason of team disqualification.
Participants of “Team 5” start from starting arch at the same time. Result is considered
the total number result of all four team members.
Violation of the above right can be cause of team disqualification.
14. Children races
Participants’ entrance to the starting passage going on with starting numbers where
distance and ordinal number of the race are indicated. Access to this passage can be
forbidden for participants who do not conform to age requirements which indicated on
the 8th paragraph.
For participants’ safety, organizers provide the accurate number of members, which is
no more than 100 people for distances 500 m and 100 m. The number of races is
determined by the number of participants on distance.
Consecutive starts for 500 m and 100 m begin in that time which is indicated on event’
regulation.

Running can be combined within the same distance. Presenter informs about it before
entrance to the starting passage.
Consecutive and time limits for 500 m and 100 m are determined by organizers in order
of ending previous running and readiness for next.
Participants for 100 m can pass the distance with parents or people who replace them.
Participants’ exit for 100 m and 500 m from finish passage after finishing should be with
parents or people who replace them.
Participants for 100 m and 500 m who pass the distance personally, should stay in the
finishing passage until the parents pick them up.
Every participant for 100 m and 500 m get a present from partners and water in the
finishing passage.
Movement of participants in the starting and finishing passages is on one way. No
reverse motion.
Participant can pass distance only once.
15. Winners awarding
Determination of the winners and prizewinners is going on time tracking in accordance
with this regulation. Final determination of winners will be after protests’ consideration
in accordance with this regulation.
Determination of the winners is going on due to time tracking “guntime”.
Rewarding of the winners and prizewinners is going on in accordance with this
regulation.
Winners and prizewinners of absolute category are not rewarded in age categories.
In case when participant is the winner of absolute and age categories, he/she can be
rewarded only in one category which can be chosen by participant. He or she should
inform organizers before rewarding.
Participant can be denied in rewarding because of breaking event regulation with
explaining the reason of deny.
During rewarding organizers give all prizes at once. Money awards are given during
three days. When participant is not present on rewarding, the prize can be only as
money award.

Prize net on 2021:

Distance

Category

Place
V

IV

III

II

I

Absolute,
men

500

1000

2000

4000

8000

Absolute,
women

500

1000

2000

4000

8000

Men of
40-49 years
Men of
50-59
Marathon

Men of
60-69
Cup, diploma, valuable prize
Women of
40-49
Women of
50-59
Women of
60-69
70+ category can be indicated on separate group if presence of
more 5 people of one gender

Half marathon (in case
of main distance with
absence marathon)

V

IV

III

II

I

Absolute,
men

500

1000

2000

4000

8000

Absolute,
women

500

1000

2000

4000

8000

Men of
40-49 years
Men of
50-59
Cup, diploma, valuable prize
Men of
60-69
Women of
40-49

Women of
50-59
Women of
60-69
70+ category can be indicated on separate group if presence of
more 5 people of one gender
V

III

II

I

Absolute,
men

500

1500

3000

Absolute,
women

500

1500

3000

Relay race 42,2 km

Mixed

500

1500

3000

Relay race 21,1 km

Mixed

500

1000

2500

Absolute,
men

800

1500

3000

Absolute,
women

800

1500

3000

Mixed

500

1500

3000

Half marathon (in case
of presence marathon)

10 km

Team 5 km

5 km

IV

Absolute,
men
Cup, diploma, valuable prize
Absolute,
women

1 km

Absolute,
men
Cup, diploma, valuable prize
Absolute,
women

500 m

Children
6-12 years

100 m

Children
0-6 years

Cup, diploma, valuable prize

The winners and prizewinners of children running on 100 m and 500 m are rewarded on
each race separately boys and girls. There are no absolute winners.

The winners and prizewinners get money awards due to transfer to a bank card during
72 hours after rewarding. Organizers contact winners in addition to get to know
necessary details.
16. Protest and dispute resolution
Participant has a right to submit a protest, which is considered by organizers.
Protests can be:




Influence on allocation of prize spots
Relate to the in accuracy of the time measurement which participant ran the
distance
Relate the disqualification of non-sports behavior

Other protests can be not be considered because of meaningless (incl. typos,
incorrectly entered data etc.).
To submit the protest should be:




Name and surname (anonymous protest is not considered)
The point of the matter
Materials which prove the mistake (photo, video, etc.)

Reaction on protest admitted independently by organizing committee.
Protests which influence on allocation of prize spots are admitted in writing or orally
from the moment of the winners’ determination and until the official awarding ceremony.
The distribution of prizes after the award ceremony can be revised organizing
committee only when identifying violations by the winners and prizewinners of the
current rules, if the detection of violations was not possible before the award ceremony.
On other issues, participant can submit a protest during next day after finishing the
event. These protests should be in written form on info@newrun.com.ua.
Organizing committee can take a decision independently without explanation in
disputes.
In cases of loss (material or moral) related with organizers mistakes, organizing
committee should compensate it.
17. Disqualification
Organizing committee has a right to disqualify participant when:






Run with number of another participant
Started number fixed wrongly
Decline the distance route
Run distance without registration on this distance
Run more than one distance at the same time/event









Use improvised means of transportation (bicycle, car, scooter etc.)
Start running before official start or another place (not from starting zone)
Start running after closing starting zone
Finish after closing finishing zone
Run without official number
Show non-athletic behavior
On other cases, by the decision of the organizing committee

18. Changes in holding events, act of God.
There are route distance changes and event regulation during event preparation. If
changes are made, organizers should inform about them due to messages in social
media, official pages etc.
If the temperature exceeds 28 degrees above zero in the event day, organizers has a
right to cancel the event.
In cases of loss related with organizers changes, organizing committee should
compensate it.
In the case of unforeseen act of God such as:



Weather conditions and natural disasters that threaten safety
Circumstances arising from the conditions regulated decisions and acts of
governmental authorities or local governments (for example pre-term elections,
insertion of martial law, epidemiological situation etc.)

Event can be delayed, postponed on other dates or canceled. In these cases,
organizing committee should not compensate it.
19. Informational resources and additions
Informational site of organizers: https://newrun.com.ua/
Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/newrun.ua
Instagram page: https://www.instagram.com/newrun.com.ua/
Telegram: https://t.me/newruncomua
Organizers are not responsible for information on other sites and pages.
Additions:
Consent letter of participant
Consent letter of parents or people replacing them

